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Fairtrade offers
living wage
pathway
Organisation aims to improve livelihood
of people in banana sector through living wage and better working
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Fairtrade said it was the first organisation

and

to take a concrete step towards living

safety, gender equity, acceptable working

income for banana workers, and said that

hours and the right to bargain.

it intended to continue that progress until
all workers earned the complete living

Inadequate wages
"Currently, workers in many producer
countries are paid the national legal

respective country, the body noted.

emergencies.

wage amount of US$461 per month, which
is the living wage in the top three banana
producing regions.

In addition to instituting the Fairtrade
Base Wage, the organisation is also
helping banana workers unite to advocate
for themselves.
According

to

Fairtrade,

collective

bargaining is the most sustainable and
empowering approach to reaching a living
wage,

both

for

workers

and

their

employers in the long term.
In some growing regions, banana workers
are not represented by trade unions to
negotiate on their behalf for better wages
and conditions, which Fairtrade said was
"especially concerning" since the Covid-19
pandemic
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had increased the insecurity and

“It is our mission to ensure all of our

"This requires traders, buyers, retailers and
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living wage for all," Willingham added.
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Peg Willingham, executive director at
Fairtrade America. “Like many complex

To improve working conditions of all
banana workers, it was described as
"critical" that workers unite in free and
independent organisations and negotiate

problems, the solution to improving the
quality of life for banana workers relies on
the industry as a whole putting human
rights before profits.

their own terms of work.
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